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001
section

in the world.
Fairview High School

all the

TIME

1515 Greenbriar Blvd
Boulder, Colorado 80305

https://fah.bvsd.org/
(720) 561-3100

2023-2024
Principal: Dr. Scarlet Chopin
1848 students
144 staff
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wwv

take your T

little moments
It’s the little things
The overlooked

It’s the first crunch of leaves under our sneakers in fall
It’s the switch to warm drinks
It’s the budding of blooms in April 
And the warm summer nights under indigo skies. 

It’s the annoying things
How we can never find a spot in the senior lot
How basketball games were over packed and stuffy
How we can barely walk through the cafeteria during block lunches
 But it’s everything else, too

It’s that pause you take when walking into school and take in the mountains
It’s the reflection in Viele Lake
It’s the smell of freshly baked cookies from the IB store
It’s snow days when our cars will barely move
It’s that lull in the crowd at a football game: a moment of soft silence when 
time just stops
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I ME

lost moments
We’ll regret not going to that football game, but there’s 
always the Boulder-Fairview game. That we’ll never miss. 

We’ll mourn the Senior sunrise that lacked a sunrise
But it wasn’t our last time sitting with friends.

And we’ll think Homecoming was all it was built up to be… 
and maybe it was
Or maybe it wasn’t. 
We’ll forget it was our first. Our last.

So let’s remember 
   the smiles
the laughs
   the friendships 
when we lost track of time

CHEERS. Fairview gathers in the stands of the 
Homecoming football game. photo by laron van 
allen-gilbert.
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drive

a simpler time.
U MM

gathering
Sometimes we’ll be lonelier than ever
Other times we sit around together for 
the first time in forever
Around fires
 At Red Rocks
  At Scott Carpenter
Together

SUMMER OPENER

We speed down Broadway, winding our way to Flagstaff
We’ll meet you there

 We have nothing better to do
 Windows down, our summer playlists pass the time
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a simpler time.
MER

gathering

sunset

IN THE STREETS. One summer evening, Emma Hardy (12) and Savannah Wiener (12) lie down under the street 
lights. “I loved that night because it was warm and felt freeing being in the summer. We played in a park in the dark and 
listened to music in the street and it felt like a memory that you look back on later in life. When the birds are chirping and 
the grass is green and the breeze is warm life feels so much easier,” said Hardy. photo courtesy of emma hardy.

005
summer

Under the indigo sky
We’ll hide from mosquitos
chase fresh rain
 
 Search for the last of sun to soak into our skin
 We chase those final summer sunsets
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F AL
it’s time.

L

routine

As branches fall and leaves crunch
We spend the remaining moments walking
We chase the changing aspen leaves 
 Gone before we knew it’d begun

snap

FALL OPENER

Grasping for it
We relearn what structure is
 How to schedule in Greenbriar traffic on our way to school
 How to find that supposed work life balance
Our mornings earlier, our days later
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L
it’s time.

L

routine

As branches fall and leaves crunch
We spend the remaining moments walking
We chase the changing aspen leaves 
 Gone before we knew it’d begun

snap

A newfound frost in the air 
We dig out our puffer coats
Stuff our hands into our pockets 
Our Starbucks iced drinks turn hot

  We seek warmth as the world  
  changes around us

chill

013
fall

COZY CAFE. In Trident cafe on Pearl Street, warmth is maintained despite the increasing outside chill. “I feel like 
Trident attracts a super creative community and provides me with a lot of artistic and musical inspiration that I don’t  really 
get anywhere else in Boulder,” said Maya Chastang (12).  photo by annika aumentado.
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IN
time’s ticking by.

W

mood

WINTER OPENER

OUT AND ABOUT. Clarkson Kalla (12) stands at the top of a mountain while skiing with friends. “My favorite 
part of winter is skiing pow with the boys and that photo of Clark is one of my favorite memories because we got a 
fresh 20” pow day at Steamboat,” said Eyberg. photo courtesy of toby eyberg. 

We’re grumpier when the sun is gone
 Our 360 days of Boulder sun seem meaningless when we’re freezing
But we find joy in the moments we can get outside
 From sledding down Tantra
 To long ski days with friends
  Maybe the cold isn’t so bad after all
 
Our feelings fluctuate as much as the temperature
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IN
time’s ticking by.

T ER

stuck

comfort
We seek warmth where we can find it
 Cozy blankets
 Hot chocolate
 The familiarity of holidays 
  Traditions reborn
Finals week hugs us close
 closure to our first semester

mood

067
winter

With our cars stuck in the snow
The world on repeat
We wait for a change
 From cold to warm
  For something new

We’re grumpier when the sun is gone
 Our 360 days of Boulder sun seem meaningless when we’re freezing
But we find joy in the moments we can get outside
 From sledding down Tantra
 To long ski days with friends
  Maybe the cold isn’t so bad after all
 
Our feelings fluctuate as much as the temperature
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take your time.
S

bloom

SPRING OPENER

From the dirt, tulips bloom
We await the sun and fresh starts once more
We begin new endings 

 As much as we end new beginnings

 
 

ROAD TRIPPIN’. Haven Selby (12) and Natalie Chesney (12) drive across Colorado on a spring break 
roadtrip. “My favorite thing about the photo is how dirty the mirror is. We were driving back from a climbing 
crag and looking at cows,” said Selby. P
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IN
take your time.

GRS

rain
Even in a school with no windows, 
We can feel the rain outside
 
 From afternoon storms to midnight thunder 

breathe
Grades are uncertain, studying seems endless
Some things still haven’t settled
 Some things haven’t gotten easier

We’re still finding our way

  Between the chaos, we force
  ourselves to remember
   To take a deep breath
   To take in the moment

From the dirt, tulips bloom
We await the sun and fresh starts once more
We begin new endings 

 As much as we end new beginnings

 
 

089
spring

P
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P

stress
It’s inevitable
We’ll procrastinate
 And forget the next assignment
 Stay up til 3am to finish our LA essay or wake up at 6am  
 to study for that math test
We’ll keep going 
 Because we have to
We’ll forget to pause 
Sometimes that’s just high
school

our time would be 
nothing without

floating
It’s inevitable
As we try and find our way
Every year we think we’ve settled
 Just to end up uncertain once more
Friend groups change
 Faster than the weather does
Maybe certainty isn’t all
Maybe the unknown is all we need
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sectionEOPLE

our time would be 
nothing without

141
people

floating
It’s inevitable
As we try and find our way
Every year we think we’ve settled
 Just to end up uncertain once more
Friend groups change
 Faster than the weather does
Maybe certainty isn’t all
Maybe the unknown is all we need

CHEESE. Sonya Li (12) focuses a camera to take a photo of 
Dagny Bachman (12) during a dinner party in the summer. “I 
like when I look back at the photos and almost relive the event 
and the joy. It’s nice to see genuine smiles,” said Bachman.  
photo by dagny bachman.

laughter

That joke made our rough days better 
 Reminded us why we love that     
 person
We’ll gather during block lunches
 All together for the first and maybe  
 only time that week
  It’s these smiles
  That maybe we can’t relive
Because nothing can or will 
capture that moment  

  But we’ll be thankful 
 Because we were there

Somehow the moments we 
forget the fastest
 
Are our favorites
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the  

TI ME

these are the moments 
the ones that make us 

pause
forget 
appreciate 

SEE YOU SOON. Fairview stands empty on a summer morning. photo by kaden miller.
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closer

ME has come.

pause
forget 
appreciate 

because we dont have all the time 
in the world

We have right now. 

all the time in the world 
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